Notice of Readoption

Fees for the Registration, Inspection, and Testing of Weighing and Measuring Devices


Authorized By: Office of Weights and Measures, David Freed, Acting State Superintendent.

Effective Date: December 21, 2017.

New Expiration Date: December 21, 2024.

Take notice that pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:14B-5.1, the rules at N.J.A.C. 13:47F were scheduled to expire on February 9, 2018. The rules address registration requirements, as well as testing and sealing requirements for weights and measures. The rules also establish the jurisdiction of counties and municipalities over weights and measures and the fees for registration, inspection, and testing of weights and measures.

The Office of Weights and Measures has reviewed the rules and has determined them to be necessary, reasonable, and proper for the purpose for which they were originally promulgated, as required by Executive Order No. 66 (1978). Therefore, in accordance with N.J.S.A. 52:14B-
5.1.c(1), these rules are readopted without amendments and shall continue in effect for a seven-year period.
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